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A superspace formulation of N = 1 supersymmetry in two dimensional Anti-deSitter (AdS2)
space is provided.
The N = 1 supersymmetry (SUSY) algebra in AdS2 space can be written
1
[Jµν ; Jλσ] = µλJνσ − νλJµσ + νσJµλ − µσJνλ (1a)
1The metric is µν = diag(+;−; +) and we take γµγν = −µν + 2Σµν . Q is Majorana with Q = Q†γ2,













In this letter, we follow Dirac’s approach to dS4 space [1]; we work in the embedding space,
rather than directly in the two dimensional curved space itself, and we use the generators
in the 2 + 1D associated with the symmetries on this curved surface, namely S0(2,1). In a
previous paper [2] we constructed, using this approach, a supersymmetric model involving
two real spin zero elds and one Majorana spinor eld. The elds we have shown to carry a
full o shell implementation of the SUSY algebra (1) above.
In this letter we wish to report on recent progress in developing a superspace and su-
pereld method of addressing this problem. Our approach is modelled directly on Dirac’s
approach. We consider a superspace with a 2 + 1 D Bosonic part, corresponding to the
embedding space for AdS2, with coordinates x
µ ( = 1; 2; 3), and a Fermionic part with
Grassmann coordinates given by a Majorana spinor i(i = 1; 2). The AdS2 superspace is an
embedded surface in this superspace given by the supersymmetric generalization of eq. (2)
above.




µν − (xµ@ν − xν@µ)  @
@
µν + Lµν (3a)





~Q = −~γµ@µ + @
@
γµxµ : (3c)
We can identify at once the supersymmetric generalization of two S0(2,1) invariants which
are crucial to Dirac’s approach. First, the generalization of the S0(2,1) invariant xµxµ is
R2  xµxµ − ~ (4)
2
and second, the generalization of the SO(2,1) invariant xµ@µ is
  xµ@µ + i @
@i




In other words, both R2 and  commute with Jµν and Q. Dirac used the constraint x
µxµ = a
2
to go to dS space; we use the constraint R2 = a2 to go to the AdS2 superspace. Dirac used
xµ@µ to dene elds, initially given on the dS surface, away from that surface; likewise we
use  to dene superelds, initially given on the AdS2 supersurface, away from that surface.
In addition, we can dene the supersymmetry D operators




[D; ] = 0: (7)
A scalar supereld will be a scalar function dened on the embedding superspace, (x; ).
In the Dirac approach, the supereld is considered dened on the surface R2 = a2 and dened
away from that surface by imposing the condition
 = w (8)
where w is a real eigenvalue. We note that this condition is preserved by a supersymmetry
transformation. Expanding  in powers of  we can at once identify the component elds
(x; ) = (x) + ~(x) + F (x)~ : (9)
The condition (8) translates into the following homogeneity conditions for the component
elds
(xµ@µ − w) = (xµ@µ + 1− w) = (xµ@µ + 2− w)F = 0 : (10)






by the realization (3b); we nd
 = ~γµxµ (12a)
3
 = ~γµ (@µ + 2xµF ) (12b)
F = ~γµ@µ : (12c)












The role of the -function is to contain the integration over the embedding space to just
the AdS2 space part of it. Clearly S1 is S0(2,1) invariant; it is also supersymmetric. (The
product of the three scalar superelds , ~DD and  (R2 − a2) is also a scalar supereld,
and by (12c) the ~ component of any scalar supereld transform as a divergence. Upon
dening
∫
d2 ~  = 1, the  integration in (13) picks out the ~ component of the supereld
integrand, and thus it follows that (13) is supersymmetric.)
The component eld form of this action can be deduced using








LµνLµν + 2(x  @)2 + 2(x  @)
)
~ (14)












































2x2F − ( + 2w)2
]}
:
Here the action is expressed as an integral over the embedding space of AdS2. Integrating
over
p



















−2a2F 2 + 2(− 2− w)F
]
: (17)
It is of interest to compare this supersymmetric action on AdS2 derived by supereld
methods with the supersymmetric action constructed previously [2] without the benet of










+(1 + ) + 1(1 + 2))A−B2 + 21AB
]
;
where A and B are real scalar elds and Ψ is a Majorana spinor. The SUSY transformations
under which S0 is invariant are
A = ~Ψ (19a)
Ψ = [(µνLµν − (1 + ))A− B]  (19b)
B = −~ [µνLµν + ] Ψ : (19c)





(1 + 2)A2 + ~ΨΨ + 2AB
]N
(20)
(N  1 is arbitrary) while still retaining SUSY.
It is interesting to compare the two actions (17) and (18) and the SUSY transformations
under which they are invariant, (12) and (19) respectively. We note that (12) and (19) are
in fact identical if we identify A = , Ψ = γ  x, B = −2x2F and  = −1 − w. However,
the action (17) does not yield S0 in (18) if we make this identication (even upon relating
1 to ). The important feature is that the SUSY transformations are exactly the same.
The existence of dierent actions invariant under the same SUSY transformations is not a
surprise. Although it was not obvious how to choose a supersymmetric action when dealing
with the component elds Ψ, A, B, it is straightforward to write down a number of dierent





























( ~Q)(Q) + 2
]
: (21c)
S2 is similar in structure to S1, but S3 and S4 involve spinorial superelds D and Q
respectively. Nevertheless, the previous argument given to establish invariance is easily
modied to cover these cases.
A number of aspects of this work remain to be understood. The precise connection
between the \multiplet" model of (18) and the supereld models of (13) and (21) remains
to be worked out. Indeed, in the multiplet model we were able to include interaction terms
involving (AB)N in eq. (20). It is not clear how to do this in the supereld approach, as







N (N  2) (22)
will not generate contributions containing more than one factor of F .




= −iij 2ijµνJµν (23a)
and introducing
[; Qi] = iij : (23b)
(Either sign is consistent with the Jacobi identities.) This algebra resembles the simplest
SUSY algebras on the surface of a sphere S2 embedded in three dimensions, as on S2 one




= Z  2~  ~J [Ja; R] = −1
2
aR (24a; b)
[Z; R] = R [Ja; Jb] = iabcJc (24c; d)
where R is a Dirac spinorial generator. A multiplet consisting of a Dirac spinor and two
complex scalars has an action given in [2] which is similar in form to (18) and (20). However, a
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supereld formulation of supersymmetric models on S2 has not been devised. This is despite
having the representation












































for the two algebras in (24). In (25)  is an auxiliary parameter with no apparent physical





+ ~x  ~r+  @
@
.
There may be connections between models presented in this paper and in our previous
work [2], and the models of [3,4] where a more traditional approach to the AdS2 space is
taken. We note, however, that no supereld version of the models in [3,4] has been given
explicitly.
The whole question of quantization and the computation of radiative eects requires
examination. Some preliminary work, in the context of the multiplet approach discussed
above, has been reported in [2]. With the development of supereld versions of models on
AdS2, the whole possibility of quantization in superspace and of doing computations using
superspace Feynman rules arises.
The models presented in this paper may well allow the construction of supersymmetric
non-linear sigma models in which the world sheet is an AdS2 space and the target space is
a general N dimensional space. [5]
Supersymmetric models on higher dimensional spaces of constant curvature merit con-
sideration.
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